Identifying the Need

Legacy Health System is a Portland, Oregon based nonprofit healthcare organization providing an integrated network of healthcare services that includes acute and critical care, inpatient and outpatient treatment, community health education, and a variety of specialty services.

Legacy approached Strategic Solutions NW with a need to build a high performing project team for its procurement and finance implementation. A team was then organized to include Lawson consultants, Legacy staff and Strategic Solutions NW consultants to extend capability and help guide the project to success.

Following the success of the procurement and finance implementation, Strategic Solutions NW secured project management responsibilities in the HR/Payroll implementation, and provided overall project direction and leadership, business analysis and technical support.

Process Improvement and Lawson Implementation

SSNW provided Legacy with consultants experienced in full cycle ERP implementations on a variety of platforms, which included Lawson, Peoplesoft and SAP. This broad experience helped the team fully utilize the Lawson software to support critical business processes while minimizing the need for modifications. Strategic Solutions NW managed the project’s technical environment, system conversion, interfaces, system test process, workflow, and custom process development and provided program level quality assurance.

The HR/Payroll implementation brought additional complexities and expectations because Legacy was migrating away from a robust Peoplesoft solution in favor of an integrated Lawson suite. Strategic Solutions NW then assumed more direct management responsibility to ensure a successful Lawson HR/Payroll Suite and API Time & Attendance implementation by contributing a project manager to the team to plan and guide daily activity.
About Strategic Solutions NW

Strategic Solutions NW is a technology and management consultancy with many years of experience exploring and applying technology solutions to improve business functionality.

We harness our decades of combined consulting experience, much of it acquired in global firms such as Accenture, to provide our clients with comprehensive solutions to streamline and enhance operations. We pride ourselves on establishing strong relationships with each of our clients, working closely with them to identify inefficiencies, and guiding them through the transition to an ideal future state and beyond.

The combination of our team’s experience and focus enables us to solve significant problems for our clientele while delivering compelling solutions through the power of teamwork and genuine collaboration. Our solutions are as diverse as our clients, and range in scope from full cycle system implementations to the creation and operation of accounting centers for half billion dollar businesses.

We encourage you to browse our site, and invite you to contact us to discuss how we may help your business realize its full potential.